
YOU FANCY A 

COFFEE... WHERE 

DO YOU BUY IT 

FROM?

Either send a picture of your ideal coffee

Or Type into the chat where you would ideally buy it 

from and what it would be

If you don't like coffee choose a drink you do like.



YOU FANCY A 

SANDWICH... 

WHERE DO YOU 

BUY IT FROM?



WHY DO WE RESORT TO BRANDS WE KNOW?

Advantages disadvantages

brands

Independent

Shops

Can we categorise these into social, economic and environmental factors



WHAT IMPACT DO OUR CHOICES 

HAVE ON THE HIGHSTREET?



VIRTUAL 

FIELDTRIP: OXFORD

AND DIDCOT

https://goo.gl/maps/ZJhsd5XcY6vAy8cYA
HTTPS://GOO.GL/MAPS/ZD4WKDDMJCCAHVKM9


LETS COMPARE DIDCOTAND OXFORD

Didcot Oxford



READ THE 

FOLLOWING 

ARTICLE:

Consider what are the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of  

'normal'

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-39428314


THE THEORY: A GLOBAL SENSE OF PLACE
“Much of  what is written about space, place and postmodern times emphasizes 

a new phase in what Marx once called 'the annihilation of  space by time'. The 

process is argued, or - more usually - asserted, to have gained a new 

momentum, to have reached a new stage. It is a phenomenon which has been 

called 'time-space compression'. And the general acceptance that something of  

the sort is going on the marked by the almost obligatory use in the literature of  

terms and phrases such as speed-up, global village, overcoming spatial barriers, 

the disruption of  horizons, and so forth. One of  the results of  this is an 

increasing uncertainty about what we mean by 'places' and how we relate to 

them. How, in the face of  all this movement and intermixing, can we retain 

any sense of  a local place and its particularity? An (idealized) notion of  an 

era when places were (supposedly) inhabited by coherent and homogeneous 

communities is set against the current fragmentation and disruption.”2



SUMMER WORK
What do I need to do?

1. Map of  your area

2. a report of  the area

3. How has Covid 19 

impacted the area?

When do I need to 

complete it by?

6th September- Start of  

term

What happens if this 

isn't enough work for 

me?

-read the news, follow 

stories as they unfold

-read widely

https://thedownsschooleu.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/TDS-Subjects/Gg/EWUsXJGDW0FDu_sDp6XFUX8BwXZYZAEj6RXcs6nsQyf8ag?e=8O9QvZ

